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Submission to the State Commission Assessment Panel regarding
application by NEOEN Australia Pty. Ltd. for the Crystal Brook Energy Park.
Devt" No.354/V003/18

I

wish to state my total opposition to this proposal'

This Application is late rushed, incomplete, inaccurate and quotes dubious

borrowed studies.
This is the Flinders Ranges, a jewel in our State's historical, cultural and tourism
crown and spiritual heartland to many South Australians. Such a development

would set a dangerous Precedent.
The Regulations covering Wind Farms were written when towers

were HALF this heiaht ond HALF this powerful'

COM M

UN

ITY CONSU LTATION

The Beetaloo Valley Association has never been involved in consultation
with Neoen as an entity because some of its members are or were host land
owners. lt owns no land or houses in Beetaloo Valley as the application implies.
A majority of residents in Beetaloo Valley have been implacable in their

opposition since Feb. 2017
pages of written questions submitted

to Neoen in April last year have

received no response despite pronfises made in public.

'Neoen claims communitY suPPort.
No data or evidence of this is supplied'
27kms
A survey was conducted by Messenger Newspaper within Pt Pirie,
away.
in
A petition againsi the proposal, tabled in Parliament by Geoff Brock
July 2017, collected 800 signatures.

-2.

TOWERS

Tower CB18 is located in the Port Pirie Council Landscape Protection Zone.
Towers are too close together.
The total area for 26 towers covers 3.7kms x 3.8kms.

lndustry standard distance apart is 10 blade lengths. These will be 3.
Where are the studies to show the effects of this crowding on {urbulence,
noise downwind, bird navigation, and aviation firefighting capability?
Towers are too close to a town.
Where are the studies which show the effect of thrs many towers, thrs
high, this powerful, this close to thrs many people?
It seems EACH turbine will produce sound at 105db (A) AT IEAST.

Where is the evidence to show that this will not cause nuisance to
residents?
Towers are too close to rural homes.
The closest will be L.3kms from a home.

Towers will ruin Visual AmenitY.
They will be on the crests of hills Z4}mabove sea level. These hills rise
from a flat, almost sea tevel plain. They will be seen for many kilometres in
every direction. Highway L passes.J9t" by. The Wilkins Highway will pass

directly under them approaching from the plains to the West and from hills to
the East. They will be visible from my properff and from every direction I must
travel to and from my home
BIODIVERSITY

The Application fails to mention that the Crystal Brook rises approximately 10
km North of this.Project boundary. lt provides a vital riparian and biodiversity

corridor linking protected native scrubland to the North (National Park, Water

3.
Reserve, Private Heritage agreements) with the Broughton River to the South

West.
Surveys of plants and animals in this Project area are manifestly inadequate.

Biodiversity Database of SA admits little is known to Science of the species in

that area. Local knowledge is that the biodiversity there is vast.
Studies were done by a random walk through in March and May when

many seasonal species (grasses, lilies, lace monitori and migratory birds) are

not in evidence.
The Lace Monitor( Varanus voriusl which by local knowledge is widely
present from Beetaloo Valley Reservoir to central Crystal Brook, has not been
mentioned. These reptiles are arboreal. They rely on ancient trees to provide

habitat during cooler months. They can range as far as 3km each day.
No scientific evidence is provided that the 100m offsets will actually protect
the habitats of endangered species i.e. The Diamond Firetailed Finch.
ACCESS ROADS

Heaslip Highway is in Northern Areas Council. What evidence is there of

consultations with this Council?
The Access roads concerned are bath on extremely dangerous intersections
with Wilkins Highway which carries heavy traffic, especially in Harvest season.

Both access roads are on the Eastern side of the Crystal Brook. What will be
the effect of a creek crossing on the siltation of the creek or the riparian flora
and

fauna?

k

.

No mention has been made in the Application to any plans to minimise the

impact on riparian environs or remnant vegetation;
PROPERTY VALUES

Evidence submitted to the Senate Enquiry into Windfarms states that
values nesr windfarms drop by ofie third
Such a loss of land value

of two local councils.

propefi

to one half.

will have significant impact on the rates income

'lr

k

Many of us within 15kms have invested our life savings in our real
estate. The risk of finahcial loss to us is FAR in excess of that faced by the
company.
CONCLUSION

ln light of the proposed review of Regulations and Standards for windfarm

developmenls, Dutv of Care to citizen
Precautionorv View should be taken and the Anrlication refused
This

Applicotion is not occurate enouah for on infarmed decision hv SCAP.

Thank you for your attention.

&q>td
Heather Flavel.
676 Beetaloo Valley Rd

Eeetaloo Valley 5A 5523
Ph. 08 86362326

Wind turbines in Denmark

published by the Danish Energy Agency, November 2009

http://www.ens.dk/sites/ens.dk/files/dokumenter/publikationer/downloads/wind_turbines_in_denmark.pdf

Increase in wind turbine size since 1985 and comparison with other tall structures

Emeritus Professor Colin Hansen
School of Mechanical Engineering
University of Adelaide
February 25, 2014

Dear Ms Morris
I am writing to provide my opinions concerning some of the problems associated with the 2009 SA
Guidelines for wind farm noise and in particular I am writing in support of the comments made by the
well‐respected acoustical consultant, Mr Les Huson in his February, 2014 report reviewing the Flyers
Creek wind farm approval and his November, 2011 report for the Cooranga North Community in which
he described his outside to inside noise reduction measurements. The opinions I express here are my
own and are not necessarily endorsed by The University of Adelaide.
One of the more important incorrect assumptions implicit in the guidelines is that there is a substantial
reduction in noise when travelling from outdoors to indoors. To satisfy World Health Organisation
(WHO) Guidelines, the maximum allowable noise level in a bedroom at night is 30 dBA if the sleep of
90% of people is not to be disturbed. This implies that to protect 90% of people, there must be a
minimum noise reduction from outdoors to indoors of 10 dBA if the allowed outside noise level is 40
dBA. The validity of this assumption is discussed below.
The A‐weighted noise reduction, from outside noise levels to inside noise levels, that will be
experienced by any dwelling will depend on the following factors:
1. The construction of the dwelling (wall materials, number of windows, roof materials etc).
2. The area of openings due to windows being open, particularly in walls facing the source of the
sound.
3. The character of the noise: low‐frequency noise is less attenuated by houses than high‐
frequency noise. Thus if the noise consists of mainly low‐frequency components (as does wind
farm noise at distances of 1 km or more from the nearest turbine in a wind farm), then the
noise reduction from outside to inside will be much less and sound will intrude through open
windows that are not even facing the turbines.
During the course of undertaking our Australian Research Council funded project on the impact of wind
farm noise on rural communities, my research team has made a substantial number of measurements
of the reduction in wind farm noise levels from outside to inside for a number of residences in the
vicinity of the Waterloo wind farm. All of our measurements have been for the situation where all
windows and doors were closed. For this case we have measured between 12 and 15 dBA noise
reductions at times during the night when it was clear that the wind farm was the dominant noise
source. However, if windows were open, the noise reduction would be substantially less than this and
this is supported by the measurements taken by Mr Les Huson and reported in his November, 2011
report. Especially at low frequencies, inside noise levels are very dependent on where in a room they
are measured, which means that there would need to be multiple inside measurements taken to
properly define an average outside to inside noise reduction and the noise source would need to have a
similar frequency content as the predicted wind farm noise at each particular location.
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It is clear that specification of 40 dBA of allowable outdoor noise levels is no guarantee that noise levels
indoors will not exceed 30 dBA at night so it would be safer to specify average indoor noise levels and
the number and location of measurement microphones. During compliance checking it would be
preferable to measure indoor noise levels during times when the local wind strength is low to avoid
contamination of the data due to noise generated by wind blowing past vegetation and other objects.
Taking measurements indoors would also mean that large microphone wind shields would be
unnecessary. To avoid contamination of the data by internal noise sources in a residence, the
measurements would need to be attended. If this caused problems, compliance checking could consist
of outside to inside noise reduction measurements using an artificial sound source and outdoor noise
measurements with just the wind farm noise.
A complicating factor that should be mentioned here is that the 30 dBA limit recommended by WHO for
people to not suffer sleep disturbance is based on the noise being dominated by traffic noise which is
not so heavily weighted towards low‐frequencies as wind turbine noise is. It is well‐known that low‐
frequency noise is more annoying than noise spread over low, mid and high frequencies for the same
total A‐weighted level (dBA). Thus 30 dBA of predominantly low—frequency noise as produced at
distant residences by a wind farm will cause more annoyance than 30 dBA of traffic noise. The 30 dBA
limit proposed by WHO is also based on the response of people living in the suburbs of European cities
where levels of background noise experienced and accepted by residents would be much greater than
experienced in an Australian rural environment. Of course there are always a certain percentage of
individuals even in an urban environment who will be disturbed at levels of 30 dBA. Finally, distant
traffic noise is not modulated, does not vary rapidly over short periods of time and is thus much less
likely to cause annoyance than noise of the same average level produced at residences by wind farms,
which does vary substantially over very short time periods as well as over long time periods.
The SA EPA wind farm guidelines also suffer from the additional limitations listed below.
1. Compliance checking is based on the measurement of LA90 noise levels, which are the noise
levels that are exceeded 90% of the time. Reporting these measurements thus misses the 90%
of the data that exceed the reported level. Typically, average LAeq levels would be at least 2
dBA above the LA90 levels (much more for modulated sound which often characterises wind
farm noise) and it is the average levels (over a 10‐minute time period) that are used in the noise
level prediction process specified in the guidelines. Compliance checking also implements the
dubious process of fitting a regression line to a large number of data points of measured noise
level vs wind speed at the turbine nacelle height. There is usually a large spread in these data of
at least 20 dBA. This means that there can be many 10‐minute periods for which the average
noise level exceeds the allowed exterior noise level by a very large amount, resulting in
excessive interior noise levels for significant periods of time, even though the wind farm will be
deemed compliant. Thus compliance checking is over‐generous to the developer and the
process is unfair to the residents as it overlooks extensive time periods where the wind farm
noise levels exceed those that are allowed. Therefore I believe that the guidelines should be
changed so that the allowable noise levels are “not to exceed” average indoor noise levels,
rather than regression‐line fitted outdoor noise levels. This is particularly important for the
night time, when there is a risk of people being awakened by a loud event. After such an event,
the person may have trouble going back to sleep and may lie awake in anticipation of the next
noise event.
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2. Although there is a penalty of 5 dBA to be added to the measured noise levels if the noise is
shown to be “tonal” in nature, there is no consideration of any penalty to be applied if the noise
is excessively amplitude modulated (AM) or if it varies substantially over short time periods or if
it is predominantly low‐frequency in nature. The methodology used to determine the level of
AM should be clearly specified and should be based on the results of listening tests. It may be
necessary to consider AM of specific third‐octave bands rather than the overall level. Findings
from the Renewable UK report released in 2013 could provide a basis for an acceptable criteria
and method of establishing and quantifying AM.
3. Another limitation is associated with the method of tonality assessment which according to the
SA guidelines should follow the method recommended in the standard, IEC 61 400‐11. This
standard suggests that the assessment should be based on measurements made near a turbine,
but it would seem more appropriate to make the measurements near houses where residents
are subjected to the noise. The guidelines should also include a requirement to use night‐time
as well as day‐time measurements and should analyse data from all wind directions, not just
downwind. In addition all data should be assessed, rather than just the 2 minutes closest to the
integer wind speed, all wind speeds should be investigated rather than focusing on only 6 – 10
m/s at 10 m height and instructions should be given on whether to apply the 5 dBA correction
to the affected measurement only or to apply it to the value calculated from the regression
curve.
4. Another limitation of the SA guidelines is associated with the establishment of the allowable
levels when the wind speed becomes sufficient that background noise levels exceed the
specified allowed level (35 or 40 dBA, depending on whether the site is zoned “rural living” or
“rural industry”). One aspect of the problem is that, especially in conditions of high wind shear,
wind at the residence location is not necessarily related to the wind speed and direction at hub
height. A second aspect is that according to the guidelines, night‐time data are averaged with
day‐time data to provide a single regression curve which represents the “measured”
background noise levels that will be used in compliance checking. A serious draw‐back with this
approach is that the night time background noise levels are generally substantially lower than
day‐time levels, so as a result of day‐time and night‐time averaging, residents are being
subjected to excessive noise right at the time they are trying to sleep. Thus there should be
different regression curves presented for day‐time and night‐time. Also the night‐time hours
should be specified to be between midnight and 5am as this is usually the quietest time period.
5. The guidelines do not address the issue of the noise spectrum being dominated by low
frequency noise at the location of the affected residences. To address this highly probable
event, limits should be provided that are directed at the low‐frequency part of the spectrum
such as the DEFRA guidelines published in 2005.
6. Another limitation is associated with the development assessment in many cases, and this is the
classification of rural residences as “rural industry” if they produce goods that they sell, rather
than the much more reasonable “rural living”, as people need to be able to sleep in these “rural
industry” zones, something that is not generally a requirement in other industrial zones. In
terms of allowed outdoor noise levels, the difference in the above‐mentioned classifications is 5
dBA. As the aim of the specification of acceptable noise levels in the case of wind farm
3

developments is primarily to ensure that the majority of people exposed do not suffer sleep
disturbance, and in Australia all wind farm developments are in rural areas, the use of zoning
does not make sense – there should just be a single number specified that ensured that people
could sleep without being interrupted by wind farm noise. The selected noise limit should be
based on a dose response study specific to South Australian rural areas.
7. If on/off testing is to be done to assist in determining compliance, it should be done according
to Australian Standard, AS4959:2010 at the “critical wind speed”, which is the wind speed
associated with the predicted smallest margin of compliance.
8. Implicit in the EPA guidelines is the assumption that external background noise is capable of
masking wind farm noise provided that wind farm noise does not exceed the background noise
by more than 5 dBA. However, there is no evidence in the literature that supports this
assumption. Further work is required in this area, including the analysis of the masking
potential of background noise in relation to typical indoor wind turbine spectra, to determine a
suitable threshold.
9. Since measurements of wind farm noise are often required in windy conditions, the guidelines
should include specifications for secondary windshields for microphones, which will minimise
the contamination of the data from noise resulting from atmospheric turbulence as well as
noise produced by wind blowing across the measurement microphones.
10. The effect of air density, wind shear, inflow turbulence and inflow angle at hub height on the
turbine sound power levels should be included in the noise predictions so that an upper bound
to the turbine sound power is used rather than the values measured in flat terrain with little in‐
flow turbulence and negligible wind shear. Alternatively an acceptable safety margin could be
applied to the sound power levels provided by the manufacturer that takes into account
variations between turbines as well as the effects mentioned above.
11. More recent sound propagation models such as Nord2000 and harmonoise are now available
and should be investigated for their suitability. In particular, the guidelines should address the
uncertainty associated with use of a particular model and the allowable predicted noise levels
should take this uncertainty into account.
In conclusion, I believe that there is a strong case for revisiting and modifying the 2009 SA EPA
Guidelines for wind farm noise.

Emeritus Professor Colin Hansen
University of Adelaide
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Assessment of the methods addressing atmospheric
stability effects in the latest SA EPA "Wind farms
environmental noise guidelines", New Zealand NZS
6808 and Australian AS 4959
Radek Kochanowski (1)
(1) Aurecon, Sydney, Australia

PACS: 43.15.+S, 43.50.RQ, 43.50.SR

ABSTRACT
Wind farms are an important part of the renewable energy strategy; however with the developments predominantly
occurring in rural areas with low background noise levels, they can significantly alter the existing noise environment
creating considerable impacts for the affected sensitive receivers. The South Australian EPA "Wind farm environmental noise guidelines" and New Zealand Standard NZS 6808 "Acoustics – Wind farm noise" are the predominant
environmental noise assessment methods employed in Australia and New Zealand. Both of these documents have undergone recent revisions along with the introduction of Australian Standard AS 4959 “Acoustics – Measurement,
prediction and assessment of noise from wind turbine generators”. This paper investigates and assesses the recent
changes in methods with a particular focus on addressing the effect of atmospheric stability on the developed noise
criteria.

INTRODUCTION
Wind turbine generated noise levels are unique when compared to standard industrial noise sources as they are highly
dependant on the local wind conditions. The emitted noise
levels are a function of the wind speed experienced by the
wind turbine generator (WTG). The general relationship can
be summarised that as the wind speed increases, the sound
power of the WTG increases up to a rated power wind speed
at which the WTG emits the maximum noise. Figure 1 below
shows a typical sound power curve for a WTG.

WTG Sound Power (dBA)

110

usual industrial developments because as the wind speed
increases it has the potential to create background noise at the
sensitive receivers leading to a masking effect of the WTG
noise. Standard methods require measurement of noise levels
at the sensitive receivers in conjunction with wind speeds at
the WTG location. They aim to determine the variance in the
background noise environment at the receiver with respect to
the changing wind speeds at the WTG site. This is a consistent approach across all of the main assessment methods
utilised in Australia and New Zealand as outlined in South
Australian EPA "Wind farm environmental noise guidelines",
New Zealand Standard NZS 6808 "Acoustics – Wind farm
noise" and the newly introduced Australian Standard AS
4959 “Acoustics – Measurement, prediction and assessment
of noise from wind turbine generators”.
Previous versions of these guidelines and standards have not
taken into account the van den Berg effect (van den Berg,
2003) when developing noise criteria. This relates to the fact
that the relationship between hub height wind speeds at the
WTG and ground level wind speeds at the sensitive receiver
will be different based on the applicable wind profile which
is dependant on the atmospheric stability.
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Figure 1. Wind turbine generator sound power curve

This paper investigates the recent changes in the assessment
methods outlined in the local guidelines with a particular
focus on the benefits of incorporating atmospheric stability
into criteria development and thus taking into account the van
den Berg effect.

As such, this requires a different approach to develop applicable design noise criteria for wind farms, compared to the
ICA 2010
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METEOROLOGY

Atmospheric
Conditions

100

The Pasquill-Gifford (P-G) (Pasquill, 1961) stability category
scheme is normally used to describe atmospheric stability.
Stability class under the P-G scheme is designated a letter
from A-F (and sometimes G), ranging from highly unstable
to extremely stable, with class D symbolising neutral conditions which are the most prominent day time conditions.
van den Berg Effect
While assessing complaints of noise from wind turbines, van
den Berg originally demonstrated the well known fact in
meteorology (and in particular atmospheric boundary layer
physics that effects many disciplines) that wind profiles
change significantly with atmospheric stability. This is shown
below in Figure 2, with the exponent of a logarithmic or
power law expression for the velocity modified under differing stability conditions (see for example Irwin, 1979). Prior
to this work the wind profile had been assumed to be constant
for varying meteorological conditions when considered in
environmental noise assessments.
It is apparent from Figure 3 when the velocity profile is referenced to hub height that low ground level wind speeds and
therefore low background noise levels can correlate with high
upper level wind speeds under stable conditions, and therefore potential exceedance of noise criteria derived from
background noise levels correlated to ground level wind
speeds (as shown in Kochanowski et al, 2008).

Height above ground (m)

The degree of stability in the atmosphere is determined by the
temperature difference between an ‘air parcel’ and the air
surrounding it. This difference can cause the air parcel to
move vertically, and this movement is characterised by four
basic conditions that describe the general stability of the atmosphere. In stable conditions, this vertical movement is
discouraged, whereas in unstable conditions the air parcel
tends to move upward or downward and to continue that
movement. When conditions neither encourage nor discourage that movement beyond the rate of adiabatic heating or
cooling they are considered neutral. When conditions are
extremely stable, cooler air near the surface is trapped by a
layer of warmer air above it, with this condition being called
an inversion which results in virtually no vertical air motion.
These conditions are favourable for noise propagation as the
density of the changes increases with altitude which alters the
speed of sound creating a refractive effect, which leads the
sound waves that would normally radiate out to space to refract back down to surface of the earth leading to an increased experienced noise level at the receiver.
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Figure 2. Wind speed profile variation with stability
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Figure 3. Velocity profile referenced to hub height
The van den Berg effect has been recognised recently by
Land and Environment Courts in New South Wales, Victoria,
and New Zealand. This paper reviews the updated guidelines
and standards to assess in what steps have been taken to take
into account this effect.

ASSESSMENT GUIDELINES AND STANDARDS
SA EPA Guidelines
The SA EPA Wind farms – environmental noise guidelines
are the only state developed guidelines currently available
and enforce in Australia relating to noise assessments of wind
energy projects. The guidelines have been also adopted as the
preferred assessment method by other states such as New
South Wales and Western Australia. The 2009 revisions of
the guidelines supersede the original 2003 version.
The noise criteria are set out for two types of receivers which
are outlined in the Table 1 below.

Receiver type
Relevant
Non-relevant

Table 1. Receiver types
Relationship with wind farm project
The landowner is unconnected with the
wind farm project
The landowner has entered into an
agreement with the wind farm developer and is a beneficiary of the project

For the relevant receivers the following predicted noise levels
from a wind farm development should not exceed:
• LAeq, 10 35 dBA in localities which are primarily intended
for rural living, or
• LAeq, 10 40 dBA, in other zones, or
• The background noise level (LA90,10) by more than
5 dBA.
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Rural living zones are considered to be “rural-residential
lifestyle” areas which are not used for primary production
other than for the occupiers’ own use.
Criteria for non-relevant receivers are in accordance with the
World Health Organization (WHO) Guidelines for Community Noise and which recommend noise levels of 30 dBA for
internal areas and 45 dBA for outdoor areas.
The 2003 version of the SA Guidelines provided a base criteria of LAeq, 10 35 dBA for all relevant receivers. Through the
distinction of the different rural zones in the 2009 update of
the Guidelines, a higher allowable noise level has been set for
areas which contain some rural industry noise.
Background noise measurements should be carried out within
30 m of a house and in the direction of the wind farm ensuring that the position is not sheltered from the wind farm by
any elements. In cases where microphone wind levels have
exceeded 5 m/s manufacturer windshield specifications have
to be provided to display the validity of the data otherwise
measurements at wind speeds in excess of 5 m/s need to be
discarded. As per standard noise survey methodology, rain
affected samples are also to be removed from analysis. A
total of 2,000 valid measurement intervals, where at least 500
points are collected for the worse case wind direction, are
required for the regression analysis to develop background
noise levels at integer wind speeds. Worse case wind direction is defined as a spread of 45° either side of the direct line
between the nearest wind turbine and the relevant receiver.
The SA Guidelines have been updated to carry out the regression analysis relative to hub height wind speeds at the turbine
location instead of previously relaying on wind speeds at
10 m above ground. Should the wind data be only available at
lower levels the Guidelines state that:
Atmospheric stability conditions should be taken
into account to assure accurate conversion of the
data from the different height.

The SA Guidelines also recommend the use of ISO 9613-2 or
CONCAWE noise propagation model with the following
conservative inputs:
• Atmospheric conditions at 10°C and 80% humidity
• Weather category 6 (if CONCAWE method utilised)
• Hard ground (zero ground factor)
However, the updated SA Guidelines do not give consideration to the effect of atmospheric stability on the noise propagation nor is there any potential allowance for the generation
of time specific or wind direction specific criteria especially
if distinct groups of data are present in the scatter plots. The
introduction of relating wind speeds to hub height rather than
to data at 10 m above ground will only reduce the error previously associated with estimating the wind shear model for
the site.
New Zealand Standard NZS 6808
The current version of the NZS 6808:2010 supersedes the
original issue of the Standard which was published in 1998.
The assessment initially requires a prediction of the noise
emissions from the wind farm to identify the location of the
L90,10 min 35 dBA noise contour. This can be carried out using
the full ISO 9613-2 noise propagation algorithm in noise
modelling software or utilising simpler scaled down version
of the ISO 9613 which can be calculated by hand. If sensitive
receivers are identified within the 35 dBA contour, noise
monitoring should then be carried out.
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The Standard sets acceptable noise limits (at sensitive locations and at any wind speed) at a level which should not exceed the background noise by more than 5 dB or level of
L90,10 min 40 dBA, whichever is greater. For the 2010 version
of the standard a “High Amenity Area” criteria was introduced lowering the criteria to background noise + 5 dB or
L90,10 min 35 dBA, whichever is lower. This was introduced to
allow for special circumstances where a more stringent level
may be justified especially when predicted wind farm noise
levels are on average more than 8 dB above the existing
background noise during evening and night times.
The noise monitoring in the Standard requires the correlation
of background noise data with wind speeds at the wind turbine location for a minimum of 10 days which is equivalent
to 1440 data points. A regression analysis is to be carried out
to determine whether any relationship between the two is
present. The 2010 version of the Standard requires wind
speeds to be referenced to hub height. This reduces the error
of assuming a constant wind profile for various atmospheric
stabilities when the wind speeds were referenced to 10 m
above ground and then extrapolated to hub height.
The Standard highlights that:
If there are markedly different groups within the
scatter plot then separate scatter plots may be required for different conditions, including wind direction and times-of-day.

This allows for the potential to develop criteria that could be
restricted to various time periods or to develop atmospheric
stability specific criteria. If it is impractical to accommodate
the multiple criteria into the operation strategy of a wind
farm, the more stringent and most conservative criteria
should be applied for the whole project.
However there is no guidance to specific meteorological
criteria or reference to atmospheric stability conditions and
when these separate regression analyses should be developed.
It is essentially left up to the discretion of the acoustic engineer carrying out the assessment whether such criteria are
applicable for a given site.
Australian Standard AS 4959–2010
The Australian Standard AS 4959–2010 has been developed
in an effort to standardise the measurement, prediction and
assessment methods used to assess the noise emissions from
wind farms across Australia. Input is required from the Relevant Local Regulatory Authority to determine what is considered a minimum noise level limit based on the existing ambient noise environment at the affected receivers. The Relevant
Local Regulatory Authority should allow the minimum noise
level limit to be exceeded provided the background noise
level is not exceeded by a certain amount.
At each nominal wind speed, the noise limit should be the
higher of:
• Minimum noise level limit
• Background noise levels plus the specified amount
This allows for individual council or state bodies to determine what are deemed as appropriate noise criteria for their
specific areas while applying standardised measurement,
prediction and assessment methodology for Australia-wide
wind energy developments.
Similar to the NZS 6808, an indicative noise prediction equation is specified (which is the same as per NZS 6808:1998). It
is explicitly stated that all analysis should be referenced to
hub height wind speeds, with an explanation (as provided
above) that the…
3
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…actual wind speed that would be measured at
10m AGL varies from site to site and in different
atmospheric conditions.

The noise monitoring requirements are consistent with the
SA Guidelines (2009), requiring at least 2000 valid data
points which cover the required range of wind speeds and
directions. Exclusions are required of rain affected samples
and wind speeds at the microphone in excess of 5 m/s without specially built microphone windshields for higher wind
speeds. A regression analysis as per the other guidelines is to
be carried out relating to hub height wind speeds.
As outlined in NZS 6808, the Australian standard similarly
states that:
Where regression curve analysis does not conform
to the expected trends, i.e. there is not a clear relationship between increasing wind speed and increasing background noise levels or there appears
to be more than one distribution, then further investigations are necessary to determine possible
causes.

Further on in the Standard it is emphasised that:
Consideration should be given to carrying out separate correlation of background sound levels with
wind speed for different directions and/or times of
day, particularly where atmospheric stability issues
are apparent or are suspected.

By separating the collected data into different times of day
and/or wind directions, specific criteria can be generated
which apply to the particular conditions.
Unfortunately no guidance is provided on the minimum sample sizes of the separate regression analyses as well as when
should they be undertaken, i.e. what is considered a sufficient
occurrence of atmospherically stable conditions and/or down
wind conditions such that separate analysis is required.

DISCUSSION
It is unfortunate that the updated versions of the guidelines
and standards only provide minimal guidance if any, in relation to the effect of atmospheric stability on wind farm noise
emissions.
Based on the above assessment techniques, only the AS 4959
explicitly mentions the possibility of carrying out separate
correlations of background noise for different wind directions
and/or times of day particularly where atmospheric stability
issues are apparent or suspected.
One other particular observation is the lack of guidance in the
guidelines and standards as to when such an assessment is
deemed appropriate, along with what is considered a sufficient and practically obtainable sample data size to carry out
the correlation studies of noise levels versus hub height wind
speeds at the WTG site.
The NSW Industrial Noise Policy notes that atmospheric
stability represents a significant noise impact and calls for
additional assessment when instability occurs for 30% or
more of the total night-time during winter (June, July and
August), a similar threshold level should be adopted for wind
farm noise assessments. The occurrence of various atmospheric stability classes can be easily calculated from long
term collected proponent wind mast data based on the standard deviation of the change in wind direction as outlined by
the Sigma Theta descriptor.
Splitting up the correlation analysis into individual Pasquill
Stability Criteria can lead to very small sample sizes espe4
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cially if stable conditions were not prevalent during the carried out noise survey. Should a minimum sample size be
introduced, this then has the potential to significantly increase noise assessment costs, as well as delay project deadlines. This would likely be due to the fact that the noise survey would have to be carried out during a site-specific time
of year when the stable conditions would be most prevalent
(usually the night time during winter months).
There is also the issue of the practical application of these
criteria, i.e. when should one set of criteria begin to apply
compared to another during shoulder periods when there is a
change in the atmospheric conditions. This would have significant implications on the WTG programming should different operating modes be required for different stability
noise criteria. As outlined in the NZS 6808, the most conservative criteria should be applied for the whole project however this has the potential to unfairly limit full capacity operation of the wind farm especially without explicitly outlining when such measures should be applied.
Developing regression curves between day and night times
can provide significantly increased sample sizes from the
noise survey, thus the determination of specific criteria for
each time of day. This will potentially take into account the
occurrence of most of the stable conditions at each site as
they predominantly occur during the sunset hours. Based on
seasonal analysis on the likelihood of stable conditions occurring, specific criteria could be applied to certain times of year
when there is an increased likelihood of stable conditions
occurring at regular intervals.
Another benefit of time specific criteria is that they are easier
to understand for the general public (especially the affected
receivers) as it would clearly state at what time of day and/or
year specific criteria would be applicable. Implementing
stability specific criteria leaves the public confused as to
when certain criteria apply, since it is generally very difficult
to determine in what current stability state the atmosphere is
in without meteorological monitoring equipment. This leaves
affected receivers with no option but to trust the wind farm
operator that they are correctly monitoring atmospheric conditions and applying control measures to reduce noise emissions as outlined per the applicable development conditions.
This is not a desirable situation for sensitive receivers which
do not have a good relationship with the wind farm operators,
based on the fact there is regular opposition to wind farm
developments.

CONCLUSION
This review of the updated Australian and New Zealand
guidelines and standards for the assessment of noise from
wind turbine farm developments has identified the need to
take into account some of the effects relating to atmospheric
stable conditions as part of the assessment process.
A strength of the updated versions of these documents, is that
they have reduced the potential error associated with wind
shear approximation by referencing all wind measurements to
wind turbine hub heights rather than 10 m above ground
level. However these assessment methods do not take into
account the potential atmospherically stable effects during
the criteria generation process.
The AS 4959 and NZS 6808 provide clauses for the potential
to develop condition or time of day specific noise criteria, yet
it’s shortfall is that there is no explicit method outlined.
It is the opinion of the author that future updates of the reviewed documents should include explicit and detailed methICA 2010
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odology on when and how atmospheric effects should be
taken into account as part of the assessment, as well as the
generation of atmospherically stability specific criteria whether they are relative to individual stability classes or
relating to times of day and year when stable conditions have
been determined to be most prevalent for the specific development site Such an approach would result in the development of more accurate and realistic criteria and allow for the
improved operation of WTGs .
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Objections to the siting of 26 wind turbines on the Flinders Ranges as a component of the Crystal
Brook Energy Park.
1. As a frequent visitor to the Mid North and Flinders Ranges I object to the negative visual
impact which 26 turbines 240 m high will have on the iconic Flinders Ranges.
2. Similarly, I object to the sub-audible sound emissions and amplitude modulation which will
make it unpleasant, even unbearable for me and my daughter to visit friends and family in
this area if the turbines are built and operating.
3. Current SA EPA environmental wind farm guidelines 2009 (SA2009) are overdue for review
and do not adequately protect the amenity and sleep of the nearby community from
adverse impacts. (see Attachment: Emeritus Professor Hansen guidelines discussion)
4. SA2009 are based on ETSU R-97, written in 1996 when the tallest turbine height was 63
metres, 40 m hub height and 23 m blades producing 660KW of power. It is unthinkable that
the SA guidelines which are over 20 years old are relevant for turbines 4 times this height
and many times the blade swept area. (Attachment: Danish Energy Agency Comparison of
sizes)
5. SA2009 and SONUS do not address Amplitude Modulation which is a major source of
disturbance for residents at other Mid North wind farms despite “statistical compliance”
with the 40 dB(A) limit.
6. SA2009 do not address the effect of atmospheric stability on wind farm noise emissions. Ie
Van den Berg Effect. (See Attachment: Kochanowski 2010)
7. SA2009 and SONUS do not address vibration or excitation of the building fabric or low
frequency noise inside residences even though Hansen has shown that LFN levels can be
greater inside dwellings due to room resonances and standing waves. (Hansen attachment)
8. SONUS have carried out their background noise measurements at nearby homes in the
Summer months of December and January and as such this data is not representative of the
background noise at other times of the year. Eg stable conditions in winter when the
presence of inversion layers increases noise levels for residents.
9.

NHMRC funded studies are currently underway to investigate the impacts of wind turbine noise on
sleep. It is irresponsible of planning authorities to approve further wind farms before the results of
these studies are known.

10. The Precautionary Principle should be used to refuse the wind turbine component of the proposed
Crystal Brook Energy Park.
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Bell Park, Victoria, 3215
Mobile 0426729525
wmlyss@yahoo.com.au
The Secretary,
State Commission Assessment Panel,
GPO Box 1815,
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OBJECTION TO CRYSTAL BROOK ENERGY PARK AND ENERGY STORAGE FACILITY
-Development Number 354/V003/18.- Neoen Australia Pty Ltd.

As a private citizen and owner of property and house next to the Cape Bridgewater Wind Farm
(CBWF) in Victoria I am objecting to the Crystal Brook Energy Park and Energy Storage Facility based
on my experiences and what is known about these proposals.
The CBWF has been causing nuisance to my family and neighbours for over ten years, the
documented and verified issues of noise, vibration and sensation complaints continue despite
utilising all established complaints processes, including that of the National Wind Farm
Commissioner. No protective measures to prevent harm have been initiated by the Government or
by the developer.

Adverse impacts of wind turbines on quality of life was recognised in
Australia’s Administrative Appeals Tribunal (AAT) of Dec 2017, (where I
submitted evidence and testified to the impacts the CBWF has on my
health), has declared that;
the “noise annoyance” caused by wind turbine generated low frequency
noise and infrasound to be “a plausible pathway to disease” based on the
“established association between noise annoyance and some diseases,
including hypertension and cardiovascular disease, possibly mediated in
part by disturbed sleep and /or psychological stress/distress”.
The AAT also held that “The dB(A) weighting system is not designed to
measure [wind turbine noise] and is not an appropriate way of measuring
it”.

Duty of Care.
•

With the AAT ruling decision makers have a duty of care to protect the public, be
independently informed, to be fair and to not wilfully ignore the anecdotal and factual
evidence of wind farm harm being put to you. There can be no bias towards developers to
condone current noise and health impacts of these industrial developments.

•

Three Australian Federal Senate Inquiries, 2011, 2012 and 2015 recognised the health and
noise issues, the 2015 Senate Panel visited my home, saw the enormity of the turbines,
discussed the appalling noise and vibration conditions we endure and also the impacts on
our lives and well-being in Parliament. They made recommendations which have since been
ignored or adulterated and have not been adopted to make a difference to the lives of those
of us being negatively affected by wind farms.

•

There is no proof or evidence that environmental, visual, noise, vibration and sensation
impacts will be avoided at or near a wind energy development let alone this ‘energy park’
industrial complex comprised of wind, solar, battery and hydrogen production.

Health Impacts from wind turbines
•

We are not protected from wind farm noise and vibration. Detail and degree of impacts on
people can be fully recognised prior to granting approvals by heeding what people like
myself actually experience near existing wind developments regardless of the size or scale of
development or MW outputs.
I (and many others) experience the following symptoms:
Extreme sensitivity to certain sounds, triggering a flight fright response and you have to leave the
house; this is the startle reflex response and is an automatic response to inaudible or audible
noise, annoyance, inability to get to sleep, sleep disturbance, exhaustion, headaches,
excruciating ear pain, tinnitus, loss of balance, blood pressure changes, affected cognitive
function, irritability and distress, to name a few.
Muscles in the inner ear responding to heard and unheard sound at wind farms and
uncontrollably spasm and lock up as a protective mechanism against the noise. This along with
the startle reflex is beyond our control, it is a subconscious, automatic human response to a
trigger which we are not being protected from and which community GP’s are not being alerted
to. It is not ‘in our heads’. It is not ‘nocebo’, not ‘stress’ and it is not a ‘truth belief’ causing these
symptoms. Stop ignoring these impacts.

•

Steven Cooper an independent acoustician investigated the acoustic conditions inside our
homes at Cape Bridgewater, and at sites on and around the wind farm, has done a few
investigations, (his findings are accepted worldwide); has used inaudible wind turbine
amplitude modulated sound recorded in a CB bedroom and noise sensitised people exposed
to low levels of that sound in a controlled environment, a reverberation chamber, have a
reaction to those sounds without hearing or knowing when the sounds were played, showing
that the symptoms we have been describing especially when the turbines power up or down,
are real.

•

During the Cape Bridgewater acoustic study Steven Cooper determined the worst symptoms
or sensations we separately documented in our diaries occurred while the wind farm was
powering up or down by more than 20%. This showed a turbine signature which is not
recognised by dBA noise measuring.

•

The acoustic impacts of the CBWF have caused me to become extremely sensitised to low
frequency noise and sound pulsations and I am now affected by urban noise and everyday
sounds which were not a nuisance pre-wind farm exposure. Health investigations and
treatment is ongoing at our expense. Damage has occurred.

Buffer Zones
•

A ten km or more buffer to wind energy projects is required as wind farms increase in height,
length and size. A 1.3 km setback from this 125 MW, 26-wind turbine energy ‘park’, or even a
5km distance, and its cumulatively impacting 180-metre-high turbines is insufficient at
reducing or preventing low frequency noise (LFN) or amplitude modulation (AM) or sound
energy pulses which cause disturbance in homes and cause health impacts.

•

Bowman Park being located in a valley or being surrounded by dense vegetation is no
guarantee that the people using the Trail or Facilities will be protected from noise and
vibration nuisance from the adjoining project.

•

Goyder Council negotiated a 2 km setback for the Stony Gap wind farm which use Vestas V90
or V112 turbines. This is a slight improvement on the 1.3km at Crystal Brook.

•

Locating an Energy Park with battery storage, solar farm, wind farm and a hydrogen
production plant in this location will adversely impact on the township of Crystal Brook and
probably Port Pirie. Wind farm acoustic emissions have been detected by independent
acoustician Les Huson and others, across 3 Victorian wind farms over a 70km distance; even
further at other wind farm locations.

Management of project.
•

Remote controlling and external facilities monitoring the CBWF has meant the owners are not
always aware of what is actually occurring on site at the wind farm i.e. when gearboxes
explode, or blades split and spew fibreglass, or fires are burning near the turbines. With three
or four major components to the Crystal Brook development and without effective on-site
monitoring there could be a disaster ahead for the local residents.

•

There are no staff on site at wf’s during normal business hours except while during scheduled
maintenance or repairs. This puts the onus on surrounding communities to observe the wind
project and report issues to the developer, this is not the residents’ responsibility. Then, to
endure the movement of heavy equipment and the associated traffic jams and thumps
through the ground when heavy equipment such as cranes are operating. The goodwill of
communities across Australia has been severely damaged and so has Wind Developer ‘social
licence to operate’.

•

The use of drones would be monitored under their own set of aviation regulations and not
what the renewable proponent determines. No rural neighbour would feel comfortable with
drones and cameras flying over or near their properties and livestock.

•

The Crystal Brook Energy Generation graph depicts a fairly steady wind farm MW output,
which is not possible because wind flow is naturally never steady, it stops, starts, blows too
hard, too little, so no wind farm is capable of any constancy in supply. Turbines stop and start,
breakdown and are shut down for maintenance. We see this every day at Cape Bridgewater
and this unreliability is reflected in the energy output graphs at the AEMO and Aneroid
websites.

•

Neoen and other developers cannot avoid the impacts of industrial noise on people and
should not be permitted to bulldoze homes as a means of mitigation. This is not ‘minimising’
the impacts, it is blatant destruction.

Community Consultations and ‘benefits’.
•

Conducting community consultations, developers proclaiming ‘fair and open engagement’ and
of educating people with propaganda, has not resulted in communities being protected from
adverse wind energy emission impacts on neighbours.

•

It is not fair and open to dismiss a participant from the Stockyard Hill consultations, (and this
has occurred at other developments), because of a letterbox drop and standing up to give a
truer picture of what is occurring near operating wind farms.

•

It is not fair to dictate the terms of reference and rules around the meetings without input to
those terms by the community being engaged in the process.

•

It is not fair when friends of the earth or the wind farm alliance attend public meetings or
forums to disrupt them or be a threatening force as happened at community meetings in
Penshurst and Ballarat.

•

Media or developer polls are not an indicator of local consensus for the development of a
wind farm. Pacific Hydro did a community survey but excluded anyone who lived within a
certain distance to an operating wind farm and the results are skewed.

•

Public consultations don’t prevent horrific ‘surprises’ to the community while there is denial of
the true impacts of wind farm noise and vibrations on people. No-one prepares you for the
disturbances, the noise, the rumbles, the vibrations, the limbic fear, the health impacts and
uncontrolled reactions to the amplitude modulation and LFN which drives us from our homes.
No-one cares.

•

Openness and transparency of wind energy generators and any commitment to resolve
concerns would require using updated noise monitoring not using dBA but looking at the
significant turbine signature and alleviating the impacts by altering and modifying the turbines
and operations or not allowing them. It would require less secrecy about signing up
landholders and letting the whole community know from the very beginning that a wind farm
is being proposed for an area. Openness, would remove gag clauses and restrictions.

•

Money is not a ‘fair solution’ to noise and vibration impacts are forcing people like me to leave
our homes, properties and businesses.

•

Being suitably ‘responsive’ should be the norm for any business but is not an answer or
resolution to complaints made about wind developments while nothing changes.

•

‘Sharing the benefits with the community’ never makes the destruction of the natural
environment, its people or creatures acceptable. The Government should be handing out any
benefits and not the subsidy reliant operator.

•

A possible Government allocation of $24 million towards any construction should not be
considered any kind of benefit to the local community facing the impacts of such a
development. Neoen stating that government money is being allocated, is not an indicator of
transparency, nor is it an indicator of being ‘an independent power producer’. This is stated
even without the projects approval.

•

Targeting children in schools and walkers on trails with signs and information promoting
renewable energy, open days and tours of the energy project does not prepare communities
or protect them from the real noise and vibration and health impacts on homes and families.
It is simply advertising and propaganda.

Turbine & Planning

•

For public safety, health and well-being there should be a development buffer of more than
1km from people and places of value, the recommended distance should be 10km.

•

Cumulative impacts of this project and the proximity to other wind farms in the region must
be factored in as a planning issue and cumulative noise issue.

•

Increasing the density of turbines and increasing the turbine ‘sweep’ zone will increase wind
shear and turbulence off the blades which predictably causes increased impacts to
neighbours. Larger turbines, blades and bases create a larger mass which do not impede
sound pulsations but may contribute to an increase in noise disturbance.

•

Exhaust fumes, turbine breakdowns, blade splits and lifting, gear box explosions, painting of
turbines, oil spatters, additional traffic, workers who don’t respect the local environment or
local needs, all contribute to polluting the environment and issues don’t simply stop post
construction as developers imply.

•

Regardless of the materials and colours used in this large project, there will still be enormous
visual impact on the Beetaloo Valley residents and surrounding areas. In comparison to Cape
Bridgewater WF, one of the earliest in Australia, these proposed turbines are HUGE and will
be visible, like other wind farms are visible over great distances, particularly when viewed
from a height or over open spaces.

•

Areas of high conservation or valued landscapes should be evaluated only by independent
ecologists and not by the self- interested developer.

•

Planning Approval bodies must realise that this nationwide industry is mostly focused on
economic gain at all costs, and redesign of the development excluding half of the turbines and
half of the landholders is little hardship compared to the economic situation of towns; which
will cease to develop because no-one will want to live in a wind farm and no-one who
acknowledges the detrimental aspects of wind turbines will want to buy property in or next
door to one.

•

After approval landholders excluded from any initial, often secret deals, will be dealt with in
the same manner as any neighbour to wind farms and probably still bound to any signed
agreements about noise etc.

•

Wind developments are only financially viable due to the subsidies, tax cuts and financial
‘packages’, grants and government support; just because the turbines and sweep paths are
larger does not guarantee financial viability for the business. Turbines with larger components
face larger maintenance costs. Politics and regulations change with public expectations.

Wind Farm noise and vibration.

Wind Farm noise and vibration detrimentally impacts on neighbours and can cause;
•

Unacceptable sleep disturbances

•

Unacceptable vibrational disturbances to life and property,

•

Health issues and ongoing costly impacts on health,

•

Loss of amenity and ability to enjoy indoor and outdoor living or working spaces.

•

Home abandonments, unsellable homes and properties and increased rates costs.

•

Economic and social impacts causing hardship.

•

The EPA methodology may have changed since 2012 but acoustic experts like Steven Cooper and
Professor Colin Hansen say that wind turbine noise pollution guidelines do not relate to
Australian conditions creating wind turbine noise and traffic noise guidelines which are
inapplicable. Adverse and unacceptable audible and inaudible noise and vibration nuisance still
impacts on neighbours inside and outside their homes and buildings.

•

These energy generation complexes have a requirement to satisfy noise criteria at all residential
locations yet dBA measured outside is the widely accepted criteria for measuring noise levels
and impacts, so any ‘compliance’ conditions to protect people from broadband noise and wf
‘noise’ and harm occurring inside homes, can never be met.

•

Lower inaudible frequencies may not be audible or heard but is uncomfortably felt particularly
by people like myself becoming hypersensitised to LFN and AM. This has many impacts on
health including being annoying. With current noise standards residents are not being protected
from this harm.

•

Noise modelling and predictions are useless as they use dBA, are based on averages and do not
indicate what will occur inside homes and the bedrooms where people spend most time. They
don’t reflect what is actually experienced by noise sensitised residents.

•

For mitigation of noise impacts, use Amplitude Modulation Noise conditions similar to those
imposed on RES UK’s Den Brook wind farm (Vestas V90 turbines) or the UK Acoustics 2015
Amplitude Assessment or 5dBA penalty for Amplitude Modulation.

•

Each turbine emits different sound powers and the impacts on neighbours vary. These
differences of sound energy are not measured by averaged dBA assessments.

•

The Sonus Noise Report is deficient and like the Sonus reports for the CBWF (which were
investigated during the Senate Inquiry into wf’s), does not include monitoring or assessment of
noise levels inside dwellings, excluding LFN, AM, or tonality occurring at lower frequencies.
Sonus uses 2009 and 2007 guidelines and policies which are outdated as more accurate acoustic
testing has discovered the turbine signature not covered in them. They don’t reflect what is
required to protect neighbouring landowners and nearby towns from harmful impacts.

•

The presence of noise issues at the Waterloo wind farm (Vestas V90 turbines) has been proven
in scientific papers by Dr Kristy Hansen and also by Steven Cooper at many wind farms, including
the CBWF in the Acoustic Study of 2015, Dr Bob Thorne and Mr Les Huson have also confirmed
the presence of nuisance at CB and other sites.

•

LFN is excluded from the SA 2009 wind farm noise guidelines. NSW guidelines have been
updated and include an LFN limit and separate day and night time noise limits which could help
alleviate some of the wf noise issues.

•

If the wf is monitored, compliance with SA EPA wind farm guidelines 2009, cannot be relied
upon to prevent adverse amenity impacts on nearby neighbours.

•

The Senate Inquiry into wind farms 2015 and residents across Australia request Permanent
Noise Monitoring Stations to be installed at wf’s, and real time noise data be publicly available
on-line for the life of wind energy projects. There is an obligation to meet those
recommendations.

•

Noise which is predictable and measurable cannot be ignored. I and many other people are
purchasing acoustic technology to accurately measure and record the soundscape where we are
being adversely sound impacted. We are using a diarised method developed during the CB
Acoustic Study and both tools provide a legal chain of evidence which will help in any nuisance
litigation. Professionals and decision makers allowing the harm could be legally held to account.

Wind turbine Shadow flicker and glints.
•
Shadow flicker and glints are problematic, they intrude onto external and internal walls and
windows. They extend over long distances, flicker through trees and across roads and cause a
nuisance when working indoors or out. It is an unwanted physical and mental intrusion, and
screening and landscaping is not enough.
•

Shutting down the turbines for the duration of shadow flicker is not a common practice and
has never been implemented at CB. There is no monitoring of the shadow flicker, problems
reported to wind farm operators and planning departments are ignored, no-one enforces
conditions specified in Planning Permits and no-one truly cares about the well-being of
neighbours either before or after the project is up and running.

•

Reflections of the CB spinning blades are visible on glass in windows, in cars, on any reflective
surfaces and are intrusive and distractive as you drive in the area, work and live your daily life.

Landscape mitigation.
•

Landowners accepting turbines on their land to the North of the Wilkins Highway acted
against the municipality’s 2013 Development Plans which states that this Ranges Zone should
be protected from developments which impact the “scenic amenity of the area”. People
should be protected from harm, it is not enough to reduce the visual impacts on residents or
ignore environment protections.

•

Landscape mitigation measures are usually inadequate to address the scope of impacts wf’s of
this size have on communities.

•

Tree planting can never be tall enough to block the visual intrusion and tree planting cannot
protect the population from likely turbine noise and vibration harm.

•

Any vegetation screening should be sourced locally and be native to the area.

•

At CB our experience with tree planting as a visual mitigation attempt included numerous
applications of weed kill to clear the areas before tree planting or seeding began. This was
repeated a number of times on our (unofficially) organic, and land for wildlife farm and the
process actually introduced more weeds. The property had been hand weeded for the fifteen
years or so prior to the program being undertaken.

•

Trees planted by Pacific Hydro are in poor condition and in no way could ever protect my
family as a ‘block’ to turbine emissions, noise, additional noise during breakdowns or
maintenance, turbines powering up and down, oil leaks and sprays from exploded gear boxes
or lifting chains. And totally fails as a visual barrier.

•

Tree planting on our property by the developer on the fence closest to the wf is spindly and
has not grown properly. Other trees further from the wf, planted afterward by us have grown
normally.

•

The problematic CB turbines are 105m from ground to blade tip and are considered small by
todays standards. Tree planting has failed to prevent shadow flicker, glint and glint flicker, or
the visual intrusion of spinning blades onto or into our house.

Flora and Fauna.
•

Birds cannot be protected from wind turbines literally slicing and dicing them in an area
covering several thousand hectares. A ridiculously proposed 100m buffer zone will not
protect the Diamond Firetail and Hooded Robin.

•

A 500m buffer zone will not protect the Wedge-tailed Eagle nest for returning birds, nor
protect the eggs within the nest, nor the fledglings.

•

Raptor biologists recommend 2 km buffer to reduce breeding disturbance and fledgling
mortality. -Dr Stephen Debus, Ian Falkenberg (DEWNR)

•

Disturbances due to vehicle movements, dust covering habitat and feeding areas, levelling,
excavation, disturbance of topsoil, powerlines, noise from turbines, vibration, shadow flicker
from turbines and alteration of habitat create unacceptable levels of disturbance to local
species.

•

At CB, other wf’s and at this possible project; native, significant natural vegetation and
habitats are being sacrificed and cannot be replaced or rehabilitated. At Cape Bridgewater a
wedge tailed eagle nesting tree was wrongfully and quietly destroyed to allow infrastructure
to be erected at the same spot.

•

There is no independent monitoring of bird kills at the site.

Water.
•

Moving the water source (??) will not protect birds, insects, soil biodiversity etc from harm.

•

A ‘specialised approach’ by the developer does not provide evidence that ground and surface
water will not be impacted or contaminated by the operations, underground cabling, concrete
bases, access roads and sonic vibrations of this industrial complex.

•

Natural Springs, water tables, rainwater tank collection or any water supplies in the area should
not be interfered with by blasting or likely impacts from vibrating turbines and water sources
must be investigated for unusual conditions and any risks to water supply averted. Turbine spills
have contaminated water sources at CB.

•

Any water used by the developer should be sourced outside the region and should be paid at
usual rates and in full, by the developer.

Electromagnetic Radiation
•

Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) impacts on television reception, radio, emergency services
communications, GPS and point to point communications.

•

Acousticians at Cape Bridgewater found there was interference to noise data collections in
proximity to the wind farm, this causes blank spots in graphs, and no data is able to be recorded
during the period of interference. This also impacts on post construction noise reports and
Sonus is well aware of the problem. Independent investigators into noise recognise the issue.

•

No-one actually independently monitors or proves that there are safe levels of EMR at wind
energy projects, no-one guarantees our health is not impacted. I have witnessed a corona over
the high voltage transmission lines at CB, loudly buzzing power poles and voltage meters being
activated inside even when all power is shut off to the house. Coronas are a fire and health
hazard.

•

An independent assessor should verify when EMI interferes with residents’ television or radio
reception, and measure pre and post construction interference. Any verification should not be
determined by neoen and their proposed ‘survey’ within the vicinity of the project. Cape
Bridgewater experienced reception difficulties losing either Victorian or South Australian
reception depending on the weather conditions impacting on wind farm operations which
interfered with transmissions.

Roads.
•

Roads cover a vast area of the proposed project to cause dust, more traffic, traffic noise,
pollution, rubbish, road closures, long delays, roadkill, and the construction disturbances to
residents continue during maintenance of the turbines and intrusions last for the lifetime of
the project.

•

Wind development traffic intrudes on safety near school buses and impacts on school bus
timetables and routines.

•

Roads are widened to allow easier movement for long, large vehicles, destroying roadside
vegetation and creating additional expense for Councils to maintain over the lifetime of the
project.

Emergencies and Site Hazards
•

Emergencies and breakdowns occur at any time and not only within the sites working hours of
7 am to 6pm which means not only is it a long day for residents being impacted by movements
at and to and from the wind farm but, disturbances will occur during the night with lights and
noise and additional traffic and movements of super-sized components of the turbines etc in
the area affecting sleep and normal rural night life.

•

Fire Hazards. At CB and other Australian wf’s turbines are not shut down on fire danger days
and are not shut down during bushfires in the area. I have watched live ash carried on the
wind, falling onto our land and the turbines on the Cape.

•

I have witnessed a farmer doing a large burn off beneath the operating turbines and its
inherent chemicals, defying common sense with total disregard to the hazard. These are
potential problems likely to occur at or near the Crystal Brook development and other wf’s,
causing hazard to public safety.

•

Wind turbines are not like usual structures, they have moving combustible parts and chemicals
and should like other farming and industrial equipment in rural areas, be turned off on high fire
days and must be shut down in the event of a fire so crews can safely get into the area.

•

Improved access tracks are always locked at wind farms.

•

Firefighters may not be insured or trained or have the required resources to fight industrial fires
in a rural setting. It has been said they are not allowed within 2km of a burning turbine due to
the chemicals stored on site and the chemicals within a turbine which create a risk to them.

•

When wind turbines are slowed or shut down in high temperatures or high wind speed the
braking system is utilised and requires an energy source, which can cause a fire hazard and
additional noise and vibration.

•

Aviation Hazards-The CFS acknowledges that the presence of wind turbines can impede aerial
firefighting activities, (particularly in low cloud conditions).

•

Turbines cannot be sited where they will inhibit the use of aerial spraying on neighbouring
farming properties.

•

Wind turbines must not be compared to tall structures such as buildings or trees especially when
industrial turbines are close together and with wider sweep paths, the turbulence is
unpredictable.

•

Wind turbines are not highly visible at night, in fog or rainy conditions.

•

When there are on site spills or other emergencies the electricity generator must notify the EPA
and/or other relevant health and safety bodies and be monitored to ensure decontamination etc
is properly done. The on-site incident/complaints form and the complaints register, including
about noise etc should be readily publicly available for scrutiny.

•

Wind turbine or energy generators passing the buck or responsibility onto Contractors is
unacceptable, the owner operator in this case neoen should ultimately be held to account and
take responsibility for hazards caused.

•

Lightning strikes at wind farms create potential hazards. At Cape Bridgewater I have witnessed
lightning strike a turbine, hit the ground and move rapidly from tower to tower near the ground
surface.

•

As the tallest moving point in agricultural areas, turbines attract lightning strikes which can split
blades and start fires showing the lightning has not been safely grounded.

Aboriginal Communities
•

Developers may work with Aboriginal Communities to avoid sensitive locations and address
impacts but at Cape Bridgewater the developer was responsible for causing harmful division.

One of the local Koori groups was paid money, the community was divided to the extent of a
member of one group being run out of town and threatened. (reported in the media & federal
Senate).
•

The CB development impacted on known and protected middens located on the Great South
West Walk and cliffs.

Decommissioning
•

Decommissioning should involve the complete removal of all concrete and wiring and not just
covered by topsoil.

•

The developer should by law, set aside funding for decommissioning from the start of the
project.

•

Renewable energy projects should not be ‘recommissioned’ without further community
consultation, input and review by a planning body and independent assessors.

Concluding comments.
Wind farm developers must accept that individuals, the public and community groups such as the
Beetaloo Valley Association and its 43 landholders, have a democratic and moral right to give
feedback, validated evidence to oppose any development in their community and have that input
utilised.
Supporting SA’s strategic plan to think globally while developing renewable energy is questionable
while so many countries around the world cannot afford the associated cost of renewable energy
and are investing in coal fired energy which is cheaper and provides cheaper electricity and simpler
infrastructure.
There is no guarantee this project will meet its projections to provide reliable energy nor will it
provide cheaper electricity for Australian households or businesses. Any excess energy sent to
Victoria or the Northern States will be done so at additional expense to consumers. Consumers are
fed up by outrageous electricity bills many are being disconnected from the grid because they can’t
afford the bill.
Grand sustainability plans are not fine and dandy. There is understandable political uncertainty
around renewable energy. A moratorium should be placed on the construction of further wind farm
development until the many recommendations of the Senate Inquiries into wind farms and those of
the Waubra Foundation have been adopted.
There are cumulative impacts with adjoining wind farms and with wind turbine noise and vibration
being detected over vaster distances. Whilst these cumulative impacts are becoming more
researched and understood by independent acousticians, those like myself whom are sensitised by
these industrial sourced noise frequencies are being further adversely impacted and our health
deteriorates.
With direct experiences and knowledge of living close to a wind farm and other sources of LFN I have
a moral obligation to object to wind farm developments while the problems stay buried. After 10
years living with the wf we have been forced to abandon our home for medical reasons despite all
attempts to avoid having to do so by seeking resolution of the problems.

Problems of wf noise, vibrations and unwanted sensations impacting my families’ health and wellbeing and our amenity and problems have never been resolved.
The co-operative acoustic study undertaken in our home by Pacific Hydro, Steven Cooper and the
participating families cannot be ignored or dismissed by regulating authorities responsible for
protecting communities from harm. This study is not alone in discovering the presence of a wind
turbine signature or amplitude modulation at an infrasonic rate and confirmed ‘noise’ and vibration
problems exist. Wind farm operations have a link with sensations causing more distress and health
impacts than at other times of operation. The major impact being sleep disturbance.
Mr Cooper presented a paper to the American Society of Acousticians in New Orleans last year on a
study which he conducted in his reverberation chamber, where I and other participants were
exposed to sounds which we were not aware of in the silence of the chamber. We involuntarily
physically reacted in various ways to those unheard sounds. I also gave a presentation at this
conference on my personal experiences living near a wind farm.
The unbearable conditions since the wf was constructed in 2008 have forced my family to close the
door while we continue to pay the mortgage on our devaluing land and virtually unsellable property.
We reside between the two homes at added personal expense and distress while we seek a
resolution to our unacceptable situation.
Negotiations arranged by the NWFC failed and so has the complaints process. Pacific Hydro has not
altered operations at its wf to protect the neighbours from intrusive noise, vibration and sensation.
Without changes to this industry others will suffer.
Wind energy generation has not proven to be a safe or effective energy technology and while people
including elders, children or disabled are being health impacted, large scale renewable energy
projects are likely to cause infliction of further pain, hardship and major impacts on other rural
residents and rural families and to allow this is showing deliberate and wilful blindness to the known
facts.
I request families and rural populations be protected from the building of more turbines until further
in the field research into the health, social, economic and environmental impacts is independently
undertaken and authentic steps are initiated in protecting people from harm.
Research must be independently undertaken in the homes of the impacted and with input from
those of us who are the real-life experts. South Australia has set the example of the ineffectiveness
and out of control high cost of renewables as an energy source and Victoria follows the same
pattern.
Cape Bridgewater is the example of impacts of a wf on heritage and cultural and tourist values, and
on the homes and lives being impacted on and desecrated by a wf. The intermittency and expense
of wind, solar and their back-up systems along with ruining local environments makes the push for
more renewables and the building or more turbines unacceptable and fails a duty of care to the
general public particularly those of us being directly adversely impacted by wf’s.
My experiences and contribution to informing others about a health affected life near a wind farm
should be accepted with all seriousness for the benefit of this panel and for communities; and not
only be filed away; or scrutinised by developers, who over years of such submissions, have fixed the
minor nuisances to garner some kind of social licence to operate, and not fixed the (wind turbine
annoyance) elephant in the room.

The annoyance and noise, vibration and sensation impacts on residents at Australian wind energy
projects are not acceptable. The World Health Organisation defines health as a state of complete
physical, mental, and social well-being, not just the absence of disease. (WHO 1947)
There is an obligation to recognise that poor health and annoyance near wind energy projects are
not legally ignored as shown by the AAT ruling and recognition that ‘WTN is complex, highly variable
and has unique characteristics’. Also recognised by the NHMRC.
I am willing to provide further details to support all of my statements above. Please represent the
people who are being impacted already or likely to be adversely impacted by wind energy projects
by recognising peoples basic right to good health and rights to live peacefully and safely in our own
homes.
Yours Sincerely,
Melissa Ware

